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Flight Data Services aims to be a valuable extension of your safety department. By selecting Flight Data Services to analyze your aircraft’s flight data, maintenance and safety events can be identified and addressed without delay, minimizing risk and Aircraft on Ground (AOG) time while ensuring you meet the highest safety standards and regulatory requirements.

Flight Data Services provides Flight Data Analysis incorporating Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) and Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) as a powerful service to aircraft operators worldwide. Our innovative, web-based Flight Data Analysis platform, Flight Data Connect, provides aircraft operators with valuable safety insight that is easy to use and delivers detailed reporting, statistics and visualization directly to your safety' department within minutes of upload.

Flight Data Connect currently supports over 130 operators, with over 1,500 aircraft, processing more than 4,000 flights per day. Our safety centers in the UK, USA and Singapore offer 24-hour time zone coverage, ensuring an enhanced service with dedicated regional resources.

Contact us today to find out how our Flight Data Analysis service can enhance and benefit your operation.

Product Category Listing Keywords: Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA); Flight Data Monitoring (FDM); Visualization.
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